Origins of the UN

- League of Nations
  - Unanimous consensus \rightarrow\text{Irrational, paralyzed}
    \text{UN.}

- Four Policemen (US, USSR, UK, China)
- Discussed in Tehran and Moscow

Combined League of Nations with Four Policemen to Create
United Nations Security Council (France added in)

Structure of the UN

General Assembly \quad Security Council \quad ICJ \quad ECG\text{Soc}

Discuss any issue \quad Preventing war \quad Mediate disputes
and limiting \quad Limiting \quad Economic, social, and
international conflict
related work.

Founding of the UN

San Francisco Conference (Apr. 1945)

- Drafted UN Charter
- Commitment to post-war stability
- 45 Countries invited, left space for Poland on the charter

Oct. 24 1945 UN Charter ratified and opened in
New York City.